
Medicine God 311 

Chapter 311: Soul Jade! 

 

"Ye Yuan!" 

"YE YUAN!" 

"Are you okay, Ye Yuan?" 

Seeing Ye Yuan collapse suddenly, the Tranquil Cloud Sect disciples were taken aback and quickly 

surrounded him. 

"Senior Apprentice Brother Mo, what happened to Ye Yuan? Is there any problem?" Tian Yu asked 

urgently. 

Mo Yuntian waved his hands to indicate to him not speak and reached for Ye Yuan’s pulse. 

After a long time, Mo Yuntian finally heaved a sigh in relief and said, "Shouldn’t be a major problem." 

Hearing Mo Yuntian said so, everyone also let out a sigh in relief. 

"Since he’s alright, then why is Ye Yuan unconscious?" 

The one asking was Pang Wannian. He ate Ye Yuan’s medicinal pill, and currently, his external injuries 

were mostly recovered already. It was just that that arm would not come back. 

Seeing Ye Yuan fall unconscious, he was also extremely worried. 

Previously, being together with Ye Yuan was fellow sect member relationship. But from today onwards, 

they were friends in adversity. 

Friendships that were tested through life and death could withstand ordeals better! 

Just now, Du Cheng roughly summarized what happened earlier. Pang Wannian had a feeling that Ye 

Yuan only erupted abruptly because of him. 

This could not help but move him. 

Mo Yuntian said to everybody, "Ye Yuan he used the Tier 3 strength of the Cleansing Sandal Sacred 

Flame earlier, which exceeded the limits that his meridians could withstand. Just now when dealing with 

those Bloodthirsty Skywolves, Ye Yuan’s meridians were suffering the agony of being immolated the 

whole time. He actually endured it without showing the slightest trace!" 

Hearing Mo Yuntian said so, all of them were visibly moved. 

As martial artists, how could they not know the torment of meridians being burnt? 

That sort of anguish was something unimaginable by ordinary people. 

Even someone with remarkable willpower might not be able to endure it under the agony of meridians 

being immolated! 



Immolation of meridians, one could not faint even if they wanted to! 

Because even if they fainted, they would also wake up immediately from pain! 

But how did that nonchalant expression of Ye Yuan’s look like suffering the anguish of meridian 

immolation? 

Just now, Ye Yuan was like a fiendgod that had descended upon the world. That sort of overweening 

aura even shocked the peak Tier 3 Bloodthirsty Wolf King into retreating. 

The Ye Yuan under such a state was actually enduring the immolation of meridians the entire time? 

"Hiss . . . That’s also to say that Ye Yuan sang an empty city stratagem just now. Actually, he could no 

longer resist the Wolf King anymore earlier. He was just using strategy to scare him away?" Tian Yu 

asked in amazement. 

"Do you think that the Wolf King is so easy to deceive? That Wolf King’s intellect is completely not 

beneath humans. It might even be far more cunning than some humans. How could it be easy to want to 

fool it? When Ye Yuan was butchering the wolf pack earlier, he condensed his momentum to the limits. 

Even if the Wolf King entered a frenzied state, it would not dare to easily confront Ye Yuan. That’s why it 

chose to withdraw!" Mei Zhen consumed some healing medicinal pills and also recovered a little before 

saying this. 

Mo Yuntian nodded and said, "I have a feeling that even if the Wolf King really went for it just now, it 

might not be able to gain any advantages! Otherwise, how could that Wolf King retreat so easily given its 

immense intellect?" 

This conjecture from Mo Yuntian made everyone suck in a deep breath instead. 

Ye Yuan’s might had truly surpassed everyone’s understanding. 

Even the Wolf King that Mei Zhen this Sea Transformation Realm expert was helpless against was scared 

into retreating by Ye Yuan. This was an absolutely heaven-defying battle result. 

"Then . . . will Ye Yuan be alright?" Pang Wannian asked concernedly. 

Mo Yuntian said, "Don’t worry. Although his injuries are heavy, there is no threat to his life. After he 

regains consciousness, I think he’ll have ways to treat himself." 

Only then did they breathed a sigh of relief. 

Mei Zhen said, "Since that’s the case, find a place to rest for a while and wait for Ye Yuan to wake up 

before making a decision." 

. . . . . . 

Bright moon and few stars, there were many blurry outlines under the shadow of a tree. 

Ye Yuan slowly opened both eyes. When he saw Pang Wannian’s familiar face, he forced a smile and 

said, "S-Senior Apprentice Brother Pang, are you alright?" 



Pang Wannian was overjoyed at first. When he heard finish Ye Yuan’s words, tears flowed instantly. "I’m 

alright, alright! It’s great that you woke up! You worried us to death! Elder Mei, Senior Apprentice 

Brother Mo, Junior Apprentice Brother Ye woke up!" 

Everybody hurriedly surrounded over when they heard that, all trying to get in a word of concern. 

Sensing the worry from his fellow disciples, Ye Yuan felt a burst of emotion in his heart. 

"How long was I out?" Ye Yuan asked. 

"You were already unconscious for a day and two nights! Ye Yuan, are your meridians . . . okay?" Pang 

Wannian asked hurriedly. 

Ye Yuan shook his head, "Nothing major. Senior Apprentice Brother Pang, I’ll have to trouble you to 

support me up." 

Pang Wannian quickly used his remaining arm to lift Ye Yuan up. Ye Yuan retrieved a medicinal pill from 

his storage ring and started to regulate his breathing. 

At this time, the Tranquil Cloud Sect people spontaneously circled around him to protect him. 

While the Purple Mansion Sect’s remaining four disciples were not far away the whole time, Lin Chao’s 

gaze pierced through the crowd to look at Ye Yuan. Nobody knew what he was thinking of either. 

After an hour, Ye Yuan refined finish the medicinal pill. His complexion overall looked much better. 

Meridian injuries were a very troublesome matter. Under ordinary circumstances, even if there were 

assistance from medicinal pills, it was very hard to fully recover without several months of recovery and 

recuperation. 

But look at Ye Yuan’s present appearance, he seemed to have already recovered 60% - 70%. 

Furthermore, in such a short time, there was normally no way to fully refine the medicinal pill. That was 

also to say that he might recover as good as new very soon as the remaining 30% - 40% of medicinal pill 

continued to be refined inside Ye Yuan’s body! 

Such a heaven-defying medicinal pill was simply unheard of before. 

Towards such a situation, the Tranquil Cloud Sect group were already numb to it and did not have too 

big a reaction. 

But the Purple Mansion Sect people apparently found it very shocking. Other than Lin Chao, the other 

three were furtively whispering together. 

Ye Yuan got up but walked straight for Lin Chao. 

Lin Chao seemed to know that Ye Yuan would find him straight away and did not look too surprised. 

"Junior Apprentice Brother Ye overturned the raging tides yesterday and saved the lives of the four of 

us. Lin Chao is deeply grateful!" Lin Chao bowed deeply towards Ye Yuan, looking rather sincere. 

Ye Yuan accepted it calmly, but said, "Senior Apprentice Brother Lin, don’t you owe me an explanation?" 



Lin Chao was shaken inwardly, but had a confused look as he said, "Explanation? Junior Apprentice 

Brother Ye refers to?" 

Ye Yuan sighed lightly and said, "Looks like Senior Apprentice Brother Lin refuses to give in. Must I lay it 

bare?" 

Lin Chao shook his head and said, "I really don’t know what Senior Apprentice Brother Ye needs me to 

explain. Are you referring to the matter of deliberately dragging your honorable sect into the water? I’ve 

already apologized to Elder Mei and Senior Apprentice Brother Pang about this matter and 

compensated some natural treasures obtained during this trap as recompense. At that time, we were 

also at a life and death juncture and had no other alternatives but that. I hope that Junior Apprentice 

Brother Ye won’t take offense." 

Ye Yuan smiled slightly and opened his mouth and said, "Although a Bloodthirsty Skywolf’s natural 

disposition is savage, it has a particular trait, and that is they are very prudent and will not leave their 

own territory without special circumstances! And the owner of this region is a Nine Serene Ice Lion. They 

chased you all the way here surely because you guys did something. Well, let me guess. Is it . . . soul 

jade?" 

Chapter 312: Demanding an Exorbitant Price 

 

Hearing the two words ’soul jade,’ Lin Chao’s face changed all of a sudden. 

But he remained stubborn as he said, "Haha, Junior Apprentice Brother Ye, I don’t know what’s the 

meaning of what you said. What soul jade?" 

Ye Yuan suddenly put away his smile and said frostily, "Is Senior Apprentice Brother Lin trying to use us 

as a shield then run off after getting benefits yourself? Originally, you guys obtaining any benefits has 

nothing to do with us. Even if I knew that you people obtained soul jades, I wouldn’t expose it either. It’s 

just that your scheming made us fall into a perilous situation and my Senior Apprentice Brother Pang 

nearly lost his life right there and then. You don’t think it’s over just like this, right?" 

The Tranquil Cloud Sect people were rather bewildered and did not know why Ye Yuan and Lin Chao 

were arguing. 

When Ye Yuan was unconscious, Lin Chao already showed his attitude adequately to Mei Zhen and Pang 

Wannian and apologized profusely, finally earning their understanding. 

After all, the Purple Mansion Sect group lost more than half of their people, leaving only four guys. 

Substituting anyone into that kind of situation, they would most likely choose to drag others into the 

water too. 

Plus, Lin Chao and the rest paid large amounts of natural treasures before the Tranquil Cloud Sect group 

finally agreed not to dispute anymore. 

But they did not imagine that the first thing Ye Yuan did after waking up was to find Lin Chao’s trouble. 



"Ye Yuan, what’s the soul jade you’re talking about? If it’s some inconsequential thing, then just forget 

about it," Mo Yuntian enquired. 

"Yeah, Ye Yuan. When you were out cold, Lin Chao already compensated us three stalks of Tier 4 

medicinal herbs, ten stalks of Quasi-Tier 4 herbs, and many Tier 3 herbs. It’s more than enough to show 

his sincerity," Mei Zhen also added on. 

These things naturally could not bring back Pang Wannian’s arm, but it was already done. Even killing 

the four of them would not help the situation. 

Not that the Tranquil Cloud Sect disciples were goodie two shoes, but because the other party had Lin 

Chao this Eighth Level Crystal Formation Realm present. 

Under the situation where Mei Zhen was injured, if he were bent on breaking out of the encirclement, it 

would also be very tough for the Tranquil Cloud Sect to make everyone stay. 

At that time, forget about not getting anything, they would even openly offend the Purple Mansion Sect 

that was second only to the Heavenly Sky Sect. At that time, it would not be fun. 

And the Tranquil Cloud Sect group including Mei Zhen did not know what item the soul jade was. 

Ye Yuan did not turn back but looked as Lin Chao as he said coolly, "Soul jades are a type of very special 

jade mineral, extremely rare. The reason why it’s named soul jade is that it has the effect of nourishing 

the divine soul! Especially to peak Sea Transformation Realm martial artists, this is simply an unrivaled 

miracle treasure! Because it can help peak Sea Transformation Realm martial artists breakthrough their 

bottleneck and assault the Soul Sea Realm!" 

When Ye Yuan finished talking, they were all horrifyingly shocked. 

Such a treasure was way more precious than any Tier 4 medicinal herb! 

Why were there so few Soul Sea Realm powerhouses in the Southern Domain? It was because the 

advancement of soul force was too hard! 

Martial artists cultivated essence energy. Alchemists cultivated soul force. 

It was a paradox whether to primarily cultivate essence energy or soul force. 

To the vast majority of people in this world, cultivating both at the same time would only end up with 

accomplishing nothing. 

In reality, the difficulty of breaking through to the Soul Sea Realm was lower for alchemists compared to 

martial artists. 

But the problem was that alchemists needed to spend countless energy on the path of alchemy. There 

were far too many things they needed to grasp. 

Just the understanding of various kinds of medicinal herbs was an extremely profound study, plenty for 

a martial artist to research their entire lives. 

Alchemists still had to take into consideration the cultivation of essence energy under such 

circumstances. That was a virtually impossible thing. 



But to martial artists, raising soul force was too challenging. 

If the soul force did not reach a certain level, the divine soul would simply be inadequate to 

communicate with the essence energy sea and breakthrough to the Soul Sea Realm from there! 

It was precisely because so that a treasure that could assist peak Sea Transformation Realm martial 

artists to breakthrough their fetters would naturally be exceptionally valuable! 

Hearing Ye Yuan say so, everyone from the Tranquil Cloud Sect showed heated gazes. 

What did this soul jade mean? It meant that the sect could have at least one more Soul Sea Realm 

powerhouse! 

Lin Chao’s complexion was ugly as he said, "Junior Apprentice Brother Ye must be joking. Where would 

we get such a treasure?" 

Ye Yuan sneered coldly and said, "Each person has to pay the price for their actions! You lured the 

Bloodthirsty Skywolves over, and Senior Apprentice Brother Pang lost an arm because of this. Aren’t you 

taking it too easy to want to use some medicinal herbs to dismiss us?" 

"But . . . this is also the first time I’ve heard of such a wondrous item! We really don’t have it!" Lin Chao 

said awkwardly. 

But Ye Yuan pressed on harder. "Talking anymore is pointless. If Senior Apprentice Brother Lin wants to 

prove your innocence, please take out your storage rings to let us have a look." 

Lin Chao’s expression changed, and his face darkened at once. "Isn’t this request of Junior Apprentice 

Brother Ye going too far? Although my Purple Mansion Sect stumbled in this mystic realm, we’re still the 

number two great sect in the Southern Domain. Does Junior Apprentice Brother Ye really want to fall 

out with us?" 

This sort of thing like searching storage rings was a burning disgrace to a martial artist. Because hidden 

within one’s storage rings were secrets that many did not wish to divulge. 

But Ye Yuan was indifferent as he said, "If Senior Apprentice Brother Lin is confident that the four of you 

can escape, you can give it a shot. I, Ye Yuan, am not someone who indiscriminately slaughters innocent 

people. I can understand you drawing the wolf pack over to protect yourself. But if you think that I’m 

easy to bully, then you’re making a very grave mistake." 

An Eighth Level Spirit Condensation Realm martial artist talking this way to an Eighth Level Crystal 

Formation Realm. No matter how one listened to it, it sounded rather odd. 

But at this very moment, Lin Chao sensed an incredible pressure! 

The scene of Ye Yuan massacring the wolf pack was still fresh in Lin Chao’s memories. That sort of casual 

slaughtering, Lin Chao touched his heart and knew that he was unable to do it. 

Lin Chao suddenly felt a false impression, as if he was not facing an Eighth Level Spirit Condensation 

Realm, but a Sea Transformation Realm powerhouse! 



Lin Chao did not speak. He was clearly gauging his own strength whether he could disentangle himself or 

not. 

Finally, he still sighed disappointedly and said, "Forget it, forget it. Junior Apprentice Brother Ye is more 

shrewd than others and is well-informed. This Lin admires! I’m afraid that barely anyone can recognize 

this soul jade in the entire Southern Domain. To think that Junior Apprentice Brother Ye can guess it 

without even seeing it." 

As he spoke, Lin Chao retrieved a grey colored jade piece the size of a goose egg from his storage ring. 

But Ye Yuan did not reach out to take it. He spoke again, "Since Senior Apprentice Brother Lin already 

acknowledges it, why be so miserly? I don’t want all of it either, just half will do." 

Lin Chao’s face changed again, but he fished out another four pieces of soul jades from his storage ring, 

roughly the same sizes as before. 

"We only obtained a total of ten pieces of soul jades this trip. This is half already!" Lin Chao gritted his 

teeth and said. 

Ye Yuan smiled but still did not reach his hand out. 

Lin Chao was on the verge of collapsing. His hands trembled as he said, "Junior Apprentice Brother Ye 

isn’t shooting a random number, right? This is really half of the amount already!" 

"Whether it is or not, I naturally have a clear idea in my mind. You just have to bother with taking them 

out. I definitely won’t take more!" Ye Yuan said coolly. 

Lin Chao examined himself that he was highly devious and was extremely intelligent. But when facing Ye 

Yuan, he always had a feeling of being unable to exert strength. 

From start to the end of this exchange, it was always Ye Yuan who grasped the initiative. He had never 

been so aggrieved before! 

With a clench of his jaw, Lin Chao took out another seven pieces of soul jades! 

"This time, it’s really half. There’s not a single piece more! If you still demand an exorbitant price, then 

let’s fight it out to the death!" Lin Chao was about to break down. 

But this time, Ye Yuan waved his long sleeves and put those 12 pieces of soul jades into his storage rings. 

Chapter 313: Eight Sects Gather 

 

Looking at Lin Chao’s grimacing look, Pang Wannian secretly felt satisfied. 

Previously, Lin Chao lowered himself to apologize ardently and pay compensation. Out of consideration 

for the overall situation, Pang Wannian grudgingly forgave him. 

But this matter of losing an arm had always been a knot in his heart. 

Plus, listening to Ye Yuan mention about the soul jade, Pang Wannian was naturally even more 

displeased in his heart. 



But looking at Lin Chao’s expression, this extortion by Ye Yuan was rather ruthless. Pang Wannian felt 

like he had gained back ground for himself and his spirit was invigorated. 

"This matter is settled. Senior Apprentice Brother Lin, are you guys going to leave on your own now, or . 

. ." Ye Yuan said. 

Lin Chao was dazed. He immediately shook his head and said, "Among the four of us, the one with the 

greatest strength is me. This mystic realm is seriously too dangerous. We’ll be eaten until not even 

remains are left if we move alone. I hope that Junior Apprentice Brother Ye can let the four of us travel 

together!" 

As if afraid of Ye Yuan objecting, Lin Chao swiftly spoke again, "Rest assured, Junior Apprentice Brother 

Ye, to be able to obtain soul jades this trip is already a tremendous harvest. We don’t want any of the 

natural treasures from here on. We only pray to be able to leave safely." 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, "We can travel together. But when we encounter problems, you must help 

out equally. If I find out that you guys are secretly conserving strength or purposely hindering us, I’ll 

invite you all to leave immediately." 

Lin Chao hurried said, "That’s of course!" 

Ye Yuan’s words directly cut off any possibilities of the four Purple Mansion Sect people fishing in 

troubled waters. 

Lin Chao knew that it was simply an impossible matter to want to play mind games in front of this 

person. 

Just like that, the party continued advancing towards the depths of the mystic realm. 

. . . . . . 

After several days, the party walked out of a dense fog forest. 

"Luckily Ye Yuan was here! Or else, we won’t be able to walk out of this ghastly place even if we walked 

until we die!" 

"This Confounding Mist Forest is boundless. We simply don’t know where the end lies. It’s actually an 

enormous entrapping formation. The person who laid out this entrapment formation truly has horrifying 

strength!" 

"Yeah. This mystic realm is very bizarre. Many places have man-made vestiges but at the same time 

seem like naturally formed. It makes people confounded whether it’s real or fact." 

This Confounding Mist Forest was an enormous entrapping formation. It was cut from the same cloth as 

the type that Ye Yuan previously set up to deal with the High Clarity Sect. 

If the average person got caught in this forest, they could never leave for the rest of their lives. 

Moreover, this Confounding Mist Forest was filled with jeopardies everywhere; it was a land of absolute 

perils. It was all thanks to Ye Yuan that all of them could walk out with only fear and no danger. 

And at this time, the eyes that Lin Chao looked at Ye Yuan with underwent another change. 



This young man was seriously too mysterious. He was simply even stranger than this mystic realm. 

This Confounding Mist Forest, even if that Heavenly Sky Sect Quasi-Tier 4 formation master were in 

here, it would not be possible to bring everyone out of there safe and sound like this. But Ye Yuan did it. 

Their group of 12 people walked for a day and night in this Confounding Miss Forest and did not even 

hurt a single strand of hair! 

Lin Chao did not believe that this was their luck being good. Nobody would have such good luck. 

To be able to do it to such an extent was definitely because Ye Yuan was extremely well-versed in array 

formations path! 

But Ye Yuan was clearly only 15 or 16 years old. How could he possibly have such profound Array Dao 

attainments? 

The doubts in Lin Chao’s heart grew ever more so! 

"En? You guys, look! There are people ahead! Eh, there is also a palace there!" Tian Yu suddenly said. 

Everyone looked over. Indeed, they saw a bunch of people surrounding before a gigantic palace in 

groups of twos and threes, discussing something. But nobody entered. 

"Looks like the Heavenly Sky Sect’s people!" 

"No, wait, it seems like the other sect’s people are all present! But . . . their Sea Transformation Realm 

experts all doesn’t seem to be here. I reckon . . ." 

The Tranquil Cloud Sect group exchanged glances. Especially Mo Yuntian, he was unbelievably shocked 

in his heart. 

He suddenly recalled the words that Ye Yuan said to him before entering the mystic realm. It actually 

came true! 

Sweeping a glance over, other than the Heavenly Sky Sect with all three Sea Transformation Realm 

experts present, there was only the High Clarity Sect’s Yu Feng left among the sects’ Sea Transformation 

Realm experts! 

And Yu Feng was only a First Level Sea Transformation Realm. In contrast, the Tranquil Cloud Sect really 

became the number two formidable sect in the mystic realm! 

And this result was entirely fomented single-handedly by Ye Yuan! 

If they did not have Ye Yuan, even if the Tranquil Cloud Sect knew that the existence of strength 

surpassing Crystal Formation Realm was not permitted within the mystic realm, it would also not be 

possible to walk until here. 

A single mishap and they might even be completely annihilated! 

And opposite, Wu Zhao had clearly discovered the Tranquil Cloud Sect group too. When he saw the 

Tranquil Cloud Sect’s lineup, he could not help being slightly amazed. 



The Heavenly Sky Sect brought twenty over people in here this time. Even if they made ample 

preparations, they had also lost five or six people. 

They even brought a Quasi-Tier 4 formation master over this trip. But even so, they still lost quite a few 

people when crossing the Confounding Mist Forest earlier. 

Of course, there were many people from the other sects inside. They were all brought over by the 

Tranquil Cloud Sect’s formations master. 

But the Tranquil Cloud Sect team actually did not lose a single man! 

Not knowing why, thick jealousy welled up from the bottom of his heart! 

The Tranquil Cloud Sect walked forward for some time and converged with the other sects. 

"Elder Mei has remarkable abilities, to actually bring all your disciples over here without losing a single 

one!" Anyone could hear the sourness in Wu Zhao’s words. 

But they could emphatize. Because the sourness in the other sect disciples’ hearts was not lesser than 

Wu Zhao. 

Mei Zhen said coolly, "Just good luck. Listening to the meaning of Elder Wu’s words, could it be that 

you’ll only be comfortable if our Tranquil Cloud Sect was completely wiped out?" 

Wu Zhao coughed dryly and said smilingly, "Not at all, not at all. I was looking at how the other sects 

suffered heavy casualties while only your Tranquil Cloud Sect is completely intact and felt rather 

surprised, that’s all. Could it be that your Tranquil Cloud Sect know some things about this mystic 

realm?" 

These words from Wu Zhao had the suspicions of driving a wedge between them. But this was also his 

habitual trick. He already used this when just having entered the mystic realm. 

But Mei Zhen replied, "Elder Wu is thinking too much. If we knew anything, this disciple of ours would 

not be missing an arm too." 

Everyone followed Mei Zhen’s gaze and looked over. Indeed, they saw Pang Wannian missing an arm 

and could not help being secretly shocked. 

Looking at things, the dangers that the Tranquil Cloud Sect experienced did not seem to be at all lesser 

than the other sects. Could it really be that they were only lucky? 

And right then, Yu Feng could not resist jumping out. "Elder Wu, you have to stand up for our High 

Clarity Sect! Ye Yuan that punk plotted and caused the death of my Senior Apprentice Brother Wang! 

Our hatred with him is absolutely irreconcilable!" 

Wu Zhao’s started to make his move and said solemnly, "Elder Mei, everyone should help each other in 

times of need after entering this mystic realm. How can you all do such a despicable thing? As the head 

of the Southern Domain, my Heavenly Sky Sect has to intervene a little in this matter! How about this, 

you cripple Ye Yuan’s Dantian, and this matter will drop here. Otherwise . . ." 

Wu Zhao still had half a sentence unsaid, but everyone was clear on his meaning. 



If the Tranquil Cloud Sect did not cripple Ye Yuan, then that was becoming enemies with his Heavenly 

Sky Sect! 

The Heavenly Sky Sect had three Sea Transformation Realm elders. Even if they could not exert Sea 

Transformation Realm strength, it was also not what the present Tranquil Cloud Sect could be on par 

with. 

Chapter 314: Changing Countenance! 

 

Seeing the Heavenly Sky Sect show its stance, Yu Feng also secretly let out a sigh of relief. 

They were following behind others and serving them carefully this whole road in order to find Ye Yuan 

to take revenge today! 

Yu Feng knew that it was not very practical to take revenge on the entire Tranquil Cloud Sect. After all, 

the Heavenly Sky Sect still needed cannon fodders. But finding Ye Yuan alone for payback was nothing 

unjustifiable. 

Furthermore, Yu Feng could tell that Ye Yuan’s status in the Tranquil Cloud Sect was exceptional for 

sure. 

If Ye Yuan could be eliminated, it would absolutely be a tremendous blow to the Tranquil Cloud Sect. 

Upon seeing the Tranquil Cloud Sect appear in front of everyone without a single casualty, Yu Feng had a 

feeling that it would have been impossible for them to do it without Ye Yuan! 

With the Heavenly Sky Sect’s might, as long as they were willing to make a move, Ye Yuan would 

undoubtedly die! 

"Humph! What right does your Heavenly Sky Sect have to listen to their one-sided statement and cripple 

Ye Yuan? Wu Zhao, I’m telling you, it’s impossible to want me to hand Ye Yuan over!" Mei Zhen also had 

an unusually strong stance this time. 

Regardless whether it was the High Clarity Sect or Heavenly Sky Sect, they were indeed of the same 

virtues, wanting him to hand over the person at sight. 

If they did not have Ye Yuan this entire way, the Tranquil Cloud Sect would have been completely wiped 

out long ago. If he really handed Ye Yuan over, what kind of person would he, Mei Zhen, be? 

Wu Zhao flew into a great rage when he heard that. The Tranquil Cloud Sect had always lowered their 

eyes and been affable in front of his Heavenly Sky Sect. They had never been so domineering before. 

"Wow, grew some grit huh?! I want to see today just what you’re relying on to grow this grit! Also, your 

Tranquil Cloud Sect better be careful after leaving the mystic realm! Xu Jian, let’s weigh together just 

where Elder Mei’s resolve came from!" 

As he spoke, Wu Zhao and another elder called Xu Jian were about to join hands to deal with Mei Zhen. 

The Heavenly Sky Sect’s overbearingness was not without reason. Their strength was formidable, and 

they could send out three Sea Transformation Realm elders casually! 



To other sects, Sea Transformation Realm experts were remarkably precious. Hence, the vast majority of 

sects only sent one Sea Transformation Realm elder to explore the mystic realm this time. 

One of the reason was primarily still because they feared that this mystic realm would be too dangerous 

and that their Sea Transformation Realm elders would fall in here. 

After all, even a Ninth Level Crystal Formation Realm died in this mystic realm. Sending Sea 

Transformation Realm elders over, they might not be able to retreat unscathed either. 

It was very evident that these sect masters’ cautiousness made sense. Because there were already five 

sects without Sea Transformation Realm elders now! 

With Wu Zhao and Xu Jiang joining hands, Mei Zhen immediately felt the pressure surge! 

How could he handle two people from the other side alone? 

Let alone the other side’s headcount was many more than this side. 

"Elder Wu, if you’re in the mood to throw your weight around here, why not rack your brain and think 

about how to enter this palace," Ye Yuan voiced out timely. 

Upon hearing these words, Wu Zhao’s expression involuntarily changed. 

Ye Yuan’s words had plainly pricked his sore spot. 

The reason why this large group of people were pacing around and not advancing was that they could 

not enter this main hall! 

Anyone could tell that there was definitely good stuff inside the main hall. But it was all futile if they 

could not enter! 

"You can actually see through the truth and false of this main hall?!" Wu Zhao exclaimed in shock. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, "What can’t be seen? Isn’t there a number of ash piles over there? It should 

have been left behind when you were forcefully barging into the main hall before, right?" 

Wu Zhao was shaken and thought to himself that this boy had a very scrupulous mind, to actually notice 

even this. 

"Humph! This main hall has an extremely powerful array formation guarding it. Even if we can utilize our 

full strength, we can’t enter too! Listening to what you mean, could it be that you have some means?" 

Wu Zhao said with a cold snort. 

Yu Feng panicked when he heard this and hurriedly said, "Elder Wu, don’t listen to this punk’s nonsense! 

What method can he, a puny little Spirit Condensation Realm have? Previously, Senior Apprentice 

Brother Wang listened to his flowery words, that’s how he fell for his wicked ruse!" 

Wu Zhao’s face turned icy as he said, "Does this old fellow need you to gesture here and there on how 

to do things?" 

Yu Feng’s words made Wu Zhao very displeased. Comparing him to a dead person, was this a good 

comparison? 



Lacking any judgment! 

He was foolish enough to be struck by lightning and still wanted to blame others for setting up a trap. 

Moreover, they were at a loss on what to do outside the main gate now. What if this boy really had a 

way? Wouldn’t it be severing their own prospects? 

The High Clarity Sect lost several more disciples on the way. Now, there was barely any left. Yu Feng 

obviously did not dare to argue with Wu Zhao. He could only shut his mouth sensibly. 

Ye Yuan chuckled and said, "What are you saying, Elder Wu? Just as this Elder Yu said, what method can 

I, a puny little Spirit Condensation Realm martial artist, have?" 

At this time, the more Ye Yuan intentionally made himself easier to knead, the more Wu Zhao felt that 

Ye Yuan knew something. Because he simply had no way of entering! 

Finally reached here after much difficulty, he could not just turn back around, right? 

It was very clear that this palace was this mystic realm’s greatest treasure! 

Entering a treasure mountain and returning empty-handed? 

How would he explain to the sect master when he gets back? 

"Ye Yuan, if you really have a way to let us enter, my Heavenly Sky Sect can let bygones be bygones 

about the matter previously!" 

Ye Yuan hurriedly said, "Don’t! You should just fuss about it. Cripple what needs to be crippled and kill 

what you want. Please don’t be courteous with me!" 

"You! Don’t refuse a toast only to drink a forfeit!" Wu Zhao was so enraged by Ye Yuan that his face 

turned green. 

With his status, talking like this was already conscientiously giving Ye Yuan a great deal of face. Who 

knew that this boy would not buy it at all! 

He was just about to blow his top when that formation master elder went up and whispered, "Senior 

Apprentice Brother Wu, perhaps this boy really knows something!" 

"En? How so?" Wu Zhao asked puzzledly. 

This grand array in front of their eyes had clearly already surpassed the limits of his junior’s abilities. 

Wanting to go in was impossible. 

Before this junior of his arrived in front of the main hall, he completely had not discovered that there 

was a grand array here! 

Everyone was only abruptly shocked awake when those few disciples were burnt to ashes by that grand 

array. 

"The Confound Mist Forest is also a humongous entrapment formation. It’s pure luck that we can walk 

out of there! But this group of people walked out completely without a scratch, which shows that there 

is definitely an able man among them. This boy has nothing to fear. I’m afraid that he has real ability!" 



Wu Zhao listened and thought to himself that this was really the case. 

When they had just entered the mystic realm, Li Zhangyu even reminded him to eliminate Ye Yuan. But 

he did not take it to heart. 

But such a long time after entering the mystic realm, Ye Yuan this brat was really quite odd. 

Could it be, the grand array that even a Quasi-Tier 4 formations master had no way of seeing, this boy 

really had a way? 

With his thought up to here, Wu Zhao sucked in a deep breath, eased his tone, and said to Ye Yuan, "Ye 

Yuan, just now, it was me who didn’t make clear of the situation and was rather one-sided. I apologize 

to you!" 

Wu Zhao was advanced in years. His skin was already tempered into steel long ago, changing face faster 

than flipping a book! 

It was just that this face change of his also changed the color on Yu Feng’s face! 

"Elder Wu, we had a deal! Are you trying to break your word now?" Yu Feng said furiously. 

Wu Zhao shot him a nonchalant glance and said, "What deal did we have? Did I promise you anything? 

Wang Fan, that moron, failed to even handle a Spirit Condensation Realm. If he’s dead, then he’s dead. 

What’s there to feel pity for?!" 

Chapter 315: Absolute Blaze Barrier 

 

Yu Feng was so incensed that his chest was about to explode! 

They followed and waited on the Heavenly Sky Sect carefully this entire trip to blaze a trail with no gains 

and even lost quite a number of disciples. What they exchanged for was this outcome! 

Cooperating with the Heavenly Sky Sect was indeed asking a tiger for its skin! 

"Elder Wu, are you trying to tear down the bridge after crossing the river?" 

Yu Feng had a dark face, his chest rising and falling like bellows. Evidently, this feeling of being cheated 

already enraged him to the limits! 

But Wu Zhao was indifferent as he said nonchalantly, "Tearing the bridge after crossing the river? Have 

we crossed the river yet?" 

"You!" Yu Feng nearly jumped up. 

The ’crossing the river’ that Wu Zhao was talking about was naturally referring to this palace before 

their eyes. However, were their contributions previously worth nothing? 

Yu Feng really wanted to fight it out with the Heavenly Sky Sect. But in the end, reason took the upper 

hand. 

Finding the Heavenly Sky Sect to risk his life for revenge was no different from courting death. 



Even if the seven great sects allied together, they might not gain an advantage either. 

"Good, very good! This loss, I, Yu Feng, accept it! But I’ve also remembered this grudge! Harrumph!" 

Yu Feng forcefully pressed down the rage in his heart and let out a fierce sentence. 

Except, even he himself did not believe he had any chances of avenging this grudge. 

There was no way in this mystic realm. It was even more out of the question after exiting the mystic 

realm! 

Although the High Clarity Sect was considerably stronger than the Tranquil Cloud Sect, compared to the 

Heavenly Sky Sect, it was much weaker. 

Wu Zhao was disinclined to bother with Yu Feng too. What was most pressing for him now was entering 

this palace. 

"Martial Nephew Ye, it was this Elder’s fault for any offense previously. If you have any way of entering 

the palace, please share!" 

Wu Zhao lowering his status like this and even his form of address towards Ye Yuan becoming so dear to 

the point it could be considered doing what others could not do. 

Ye Yuan saw that the heat was about there but said with a smile, "The Heavenly Sky Sect is indeed 

worthy of being the Southern Domain’s number one great sect. Elder Wu tolerance surpasses others. Ye 

Yuan admires you." 

Wu Zhao could obviously tell that Ye Yuan’s words had a hidden meaning, but he stroked his beard and 

said with a laugh, "Not at all, Martial Nephew Ye flatters me." 

Ye Yuan smiled and did not say anything. He slowly walked towards the main hall, scaring Wu Zhao and 

the rest until their face changed color! 

"Martial Nephew Ye, don’t walk forward anymore! Danger!" Wu Zhao cried out in shock. 

But Ye Yuan turned a deaf ear to it and continued walking ahead. 

Wu Zhao and that formation master exchanged glances, thinking to themselves could this boy be a fool? 

Perfectly aware that there was a large array ahead and still colliding into it? 

But watching Ye Yuan gradually approach closer, their hearts also leaped to their throats. 

What was this boy trying to do? 

Right at this moment, Ye Yuan suddenly stood still, while that initially calm air suddenly had ripples 

circulating with brilliance. An invisible barrier actually appeared. 

Wu Zhao’s and everyone’s pupils shrunk. Only now did they get a clear view of this large array’s true 

colors! 

A humongous light veil, an ambilight barrier, surrounded the main hall completely without any gaps at 

all! 



That light veil flowed with brilliant lights, looking very stunning. But everyone knew that an enormous 

danger was hidden behind this beauty! 

Through this ambilight barrier, Ye Yuan could see clearly that three large words ’Eternal Splendor Palace’ 

was written on that palace’s main gate. 

This palace’s aura was magnificent. Just by looking at the exterior, it appeared rather rundown. One look 

and you could tell that it had experienced the baptism of time. 

But this Eternal Splendor Palace was still seeping with an extraordinary aura all over the place. As long 

as a martial artist came here, they would surely not be able to resist that kind of temptation. 

And if they were not someone who was extremely proficient in array formations, they would not be able 

to even enter the gate. 

Ye Yuan turned around and looked at Wu Zhao with a smile as he said, "This grand array’s name is 

Absolute Blaze Barrier, a high-rank Tier 4 with extremely horrifying power. Even if a Soul Sea Realm 

powerhouse entered, it would be certain death too!" 

Wu Zhao and the rest were all dumbfounded with shock. 

Certain death for Soul Sea Realm powerhouses. What kind of concept was that? 

In the entire Southern Domain, the strongest person was only a Soul Sea Realm! 

That was also to say that no one in the entire Southern Domain could pass through this large array called 

Absolute Blaze Barrier! 

Just this large array completely cut off all of the Southern Domain’s martial artists outside! 

The Heavenly Sky Sect had a Tier 4 formation master too. But even if he came here, it would probably be 

to no avail too. 

"Then . . . does Martial Nephew Ye have a way to pass through this grand array?" Wu Zhao asked on 

tenterhooks. 

High-rank Tier 4 grand array was also considered an extremely terrifying existence to the Southern 

Domain’s number one great sect, the Heavenly Sky Sect. 

Ye Yuan did not speak. He turned around, raised his leg, and just took a step forward. 

"Ye Yuan!" 

Wu Zhao and Mei Zhen nearly jumped up. Because Ye Yuan’s figure entered that iridescent flowing light 

barrier just like that and disappeared! 

"Ah! He . . . he isn’t exterminated by the grand array, right?" 

"Isn’t this boy too rash? This is a Tier 4 grand array. He entered directly just like that?" 

"Wrong. When those people entered previously, they were burnt into ashes by extremely powerful 

flames. But there is no reaction at all from that boy entering!" 



The crowd who did not understand the inside story all started guessing. They did not know what 

happened. 

Wu Zhao really wanted to follow Ye Yuan and walk in like this. But he did not have the guts. 

Thinking back and forth, he was incessantly conflicted. 

But right then, that barrier moved again. Ye Yuan’s profile appeared in front of everyone once more! 

When everybody saw this scene, they were all clicking their tongue and marveling. 

"This Spirit Condensation Realm boy is really godly. That is a high Tier 4 grand array. He entered and 

exited like it was flat ground!" 

"Where did Tranquil Cloud Sect find such a monster? If they were to develop like this, what will the 

Southern Domain have to do with us?" 

"Hehe, I reckon that the ones who are the most worried aren’t us, right? The Heavenly Sky Sect will 

most likely think of ways to eliminate this boy after exiting this mystic realm! Of course, the prerequisite 

is that they can leave first!" 

It was evident that everyone also knew that this Eternal Splendor Palace was not an easy place. Barring 

no accidents, it was likely riddled with dangers! 

Ye Yuan called out to Wu Zhao, "The Absolute Blaze Barrier looks to be only one thin layer. In reality, 

there are innumerable twists and turns inside the array formation, far from as easy as it looks from the 

outside! This place is the Absolute Blaze Barrier’s sole life-gate. If you want to enter, follow in my 

footsteps. Don’t take a single misstep, or else, bear the consequences yourself!" 

Wu Zhao pondered for a moment and said to the formation master, "Junior Apprentice Brother Yuyang, 

I’ll have to trouble you to follow Ye Yuan closely. We’ll follow you and walk!" 

This formation master was called Zhao Yuyang, a Quasi-Tier 4 formation master from the Heavenly Sky 

Sect. 

Formation masters normally had very high status in sects, because they all basically bore the mission of 

the sect’s final line of defense! 

Once the sect protecting grand formation was broken, the sect would not be far from annihilation 

either. 

Zhao Yuyang’s status in the Heavenly Sky Sect could be imagined. 

Letting him follow Ye Yuan and walk at this time was actually also taking on an enormous risk. Because 

Zhao Yuyang’s understanding of this array formation completely cannot compare to Ye Yuan! 

Once Ye Yuan played a dirty trick, he would naturally be the first to bear the brunt. 

But at this time, Wu Zhao could not think of any other method too. 

Musing for a moment, Zhao Yuyang nodded and followed Ye Yuan. 



But Wu Zhao said to Mei Zhen at this time, "Your Tranquil Cloud Sect disciples and our Heavenly Sky Sect 

disciples, one person follows another person! Elder Mei, the two of us cover the rear!" 

Chapter 316: Entering the Formation 

 

This Wu Zhao was apparently a cautious person too, making the Heavenly Sky Sect disciples and the 

Tranquil Cloud Sect disciples enter the grand array in turns. Even if Ye Yuan wanted to play any tricks, it 

was also impossible to bring everyone away. 

Sparing the rat to save the dishes. This was taking the Tranquil Cloud Sect disciples as hostages. 

Everyone understood the prowess of the formation. As long as they took a single wrong step, they could 

be burnt to ashes. 

If Ye Yuan really played some tricks, the Heavenly Sky Sect could fling the fire on the Tranquil Cloud Sect 

disciples too. 

Mei Zhen was just thinking of refuting when Ye Yuan’s voice transmitted into his mind. 

"Elder Mei, just do as they say. Otherwise, they won’t set their mind at ease to follow me." 

Regarding Ye Yuan, Mei Zhen already unconditionally trusted him. He just responded coolly with two 

words, "Got it." 

Then, he said to Mo Yuntian as if nothing had happened, "Just do as Elder Wu says. Otherwise, he would 

probably feel uneasy even when eating and sleeping! Yuntian, you follow Elder Zhao then. The rest all 

follow." 

Wu Zhao was also disinclined to haggle over the sarcasm in Mei Zhen’s words. He still had to do this kind 

of necessary precaution. Otherwise, wouldn’t he be counting money for others after being sold? 

Him being able to lower his stance to invite Ye Yuan to make a move did not represent that he could 

trust Ye Yuan. 

Let alone that the Heavenly Sky Sect and Tranquil Cloud Sect’s relation was far from amicable. 

But he already made the decision in his heart. He must find an opportunity to finish Ye Yuan off! 

Letting this boy continue developing, the future would definitely be the Heavenly Sky Sect’s nightmare! 

After the Heavenly Sky Sect’s side finished preparing, Ye Yuan lead the way in. His figure entered the 

Absolute Blaze Barrier once again and vanished from sight. 

Zhao Yuyan did not dare delay and followed closely behind, also disappearing in front of everyone. 

Next was Mo Yuntian, the Heavenly Sky Sect disciples and Tranquil Cloud Sect disciples. Just like this, 

they entered the grand array one after another. 

The other sect disciples exchanged glances and also followed in after the two sects entered. 

They already had no other choices. They could only brave the jeopardies and the large formation! 



In front was the Absolute Blaze Barrier. Behind was the boundless Confounding Mist Forest. 

With Zhao Yuyan leading, there was simply no way for these people to walk out of the Confounding Mist 

Forest, let alone leaving the mystic realm! 

They could only follow Ye Yuan if they wanted to strive for this slim chance of survival! 

Yu Feng’s expression was very ugly. He had similarly fallen into a very awkward situation now. 

Seeing as the people became increasingly lesser, if everybody went in and he did not, then he could only 

wait to die here. Because they had no way of catching up to the footsteps of the person in front. 

Finally, Yu Feng gritted his teeth and said to the disciples, "Go!" 

. . . . . . 

Zhao Yuyang followed Ye Yuan closely and did not dare to even take a single wrong step. 

As a formation master, he could better understand the dangers of this large formation! 

As he followed Ye Yuan, he also studied this large formation. 

As a formation master, his infatuation with array formations was not beneath alchemists. 

And whether he could understand this grand array or not involved whether the Heavenly Sky Sect could 

leave this grand array safely or not. This also made Zhao Yuyang feel gravely responsible. 

Study it, just to understand and not crack the grand array! 

Zhao Yuyang had to follow according to the route Ye Yuan walked to deduce this grand array’s escape 

route! 

The reason why Wu Zhao made him follow Ye Yuan, the goal laid here. 

Ye Yuan obviously would not explain to him the mysteries of this grand array. He could only rely on 

himself. 

As Zhao Yuyang followed Ye Yuan’s footsteps tightly, the calculations in his brain were also operating at 

his limits! 

High Tier 4 grand array, it was simply impossible for him to understand if he did not risk his life. 

If he was outside the array formation, even if he was given three or five years, he might not be able to 

understand this grand array either. 

But now that Ye Yuan was leading the way in front, it was different. 

What Ye Yuan walked was indeed the life-gate. Zhao Yuyang could see this point when he entered the 

grand array. 

Hence, the process of Ye Yuan walking was also saving a portion of this grand array’s iceberg for Zhao 

Yuyang! 



Cracking the entire grand array, unless Zhao Yuyang could advance to become a Tier 4 formation 

master, otherwise, it was essentially impossible. 

But if it were just finding the life-gate, the difficulty would drop drastically. 

Of course, if Ye Yuan were not leading the way ahead, this would be an impossible task for Zhao Yuyang! 

Furthermore, this mission of following Ye Yuan to seek out the grand array’s life-gate, it also had 

tremendous benefits to Zhao Yuyang once he could complete it. 

Rays of light filled the skies of the grand array. Iridescent colors circulated, looking exquisitely beautiful. 

Ye Yuan strolled leisurely like in a courtyard, as if walking out of this grand array was a piece of cake to 

him. 

In truth, it was indeed a very simple matter. 

In his previous life, Ji Qingyun was a Tier 9 formation master. Although it was only auxiliary, Tier 4 

formations truly did not pose much difficulty to him. 

This Absolute Blaze Barrier might be extremely powerful in the Endless World’s Southern Domain. But 

placed in the Divine Realm, it was nothing. 

Tier 4 formation masters in the Divine Realm, one grab and there would be a large bunch. If Ye Yuan 

could not even crack this kind of array formations, then he might as well find a piece of tofu to commit 

suicide with. 

Zhao Yuyang followed Ye Yuan at every step but did not notice that Ye Yuan’s footsteps were becoming 

progressively faster. 

His entire mind was placed on the Absolute Blaze Barrier, and he simply did not have spare time to 

consider other things. But the computing in his brain was clearly unable to keep up. 

Zhao Yuyang did not feel it, but the people behind clearly detected it! 

"Ye Yuan, why are you walking faster and faster?! Slow down!" Wu Zhao shouted at the top of his voice. 

Wu Zhao was shouting, but he had no choice but to increase his pace to catch up. If he got lost, then he 

could only wait to die. 

But Ye Yuan ignored him and walked faster and faster. After entering the Absolute Blaze Barrier, it was 

not up to Wu Zhao anymore. 

Zhao Yuyang had already entered an infatuated state currently and did not hear even Wu Zhao’s 

shouting. 

All the way until Ye Yuan vanished at the next node and Zhao Yuyang stepped on the footprint Ye Yuan 

left behind prior to this was he shocked awake! 

"En? What’s going on? Where’s Ye Yuan?" Zhao Yuyang looked left and right but could not find Ye 

Yuan’s silhouette anymore. 



Wu Zhao gnashed his teeth in hatred and said to Mei Zhen with a cold sneer, "Heh heh, that boy 

abandoned you all and escaped alone! Elder Mei, you all taught a fine disciple!" 

But Mei Zhen said composedly, "I think you can also tell that there’s no harm even if all of us die here. 

As long as Ye Yuan can exit alive, why would my Tranquil Cloud Sect need to fear your Heavenly Sky Sect 

in the future?" 

Evidently, Mei Zhen did not have much hope either. 

This was a Tier 4 array formation. It was already very impressive that Ye Yuan could. Trying to rescue 

everyone from the Tranquil Cloud Sect under the double-teaming from the Heavenly Sky Sect disciples 

was something virtually impossible! 

Wu Zhao’s expression involuntarily choked. His beard billowed as he glared and said, "Harrumph! Do 

you think that Sect Master will wait for the day that your Tranquil Cloud Sect rises? However, I’ll 

eradicate you all first before talking! With Yuyang here, we might not be unable to walk out of this grand 

array!" 

When Wu Zhao said this, every sect’s disciples were inwardly alarmed. 

Could this Heavenly Sky Sect be conniving something? 

Wu Zhao was just about to make a move when he noticed a blur in front of him. Mei Zhen’s figure 

actually vanished before his eyes just like that! 

Same as Mei Zhen, every single onf of the Tranquil Cloud Sect disciples vanished into thin air just like 

that! 

Chapter 317: Incurring Public Wrath 

 

With a swoosh, seven figures appeared in a stretch of empty space. 

"What happened? Ye Yuan, is that you?" Tian Yu shouted right after landing on the ground. 

Right at this moment, there was a blur before everyone’s eyes. Ye Yuan’s silhouette appeared out of the 

void in front of them. 

Tian Yu said in elation when he saw him, "Ye Yuan, it’s really you!" 

Ye Yuan chuckled and said, "Who else can it be except me?" 

Mei Zhen asked in bafflement, "This array formation is abnormally profound. Being able to escape by 

yourself is already very hard. How did you do it?" 

Mei Zhen knew very well in his heart, for Zhao Yuyang to be able to lead everyone out of the 

Confounding Mist Forest, his Array Dao standards could be seen at a glance. 

Even if Ye Yuan’s Array Dao level was more impressive than Zhao Yuyang’s, being able to find the life-

gate when facing a high Tier 4 grand array was already the limit, right? 

But looking at Ye Yuan’s appearance, how was this his limit? 



"Great Master’s knowledge reaches the heaven. He is extremely proficient in Array Dao as well. Since I 

know the name of this Absolute Blaze Barrier, what difficulty is there in cracking it?" Ye Yuan said. 

Mei Zhen was thoroughly speechless. What looked to be extremely profound to him was treated as 

foundational studies to others. 

What was this called? This was called losing on the starting line! 

"Ye Yuan, then what about the other sects’ people?" Mei Zhen could not help asking. 

Ye Yuan said calmly, "They have no great enmity or deep-seated hatred with me, so I left them a slim 

chance of survival. As for whether or not they can walk out alive, that will have to depend on their 

fortunes. All right, we can exit the formation by walking over there. Let’s go." 

. . . . . . 

After Ye Yuan and the Tranquil Cloud Sect’s people disappeared, the other people in the grand array 

were already all muddled up and in a mess. 

"That punk is truly too abominable! To actually leave so many of us in the grand array to run our own 

course!" 

"When did such a monster appear in the Tranquil Cloud Sect? If he can grow up, our Southern Domain’s 

setup will most likely have changes!" 

"Your mum! You’re still in the mood to bother with the Southern Domain’s setup?! We’re currently 

trapped in the grand array. As long as we move slightly, we’ll be burnt to ashes! You should think about 

how to get out! That punk better pray to not let me catch him. Otherwise, I’ll make him regret being 

born into this world!" 

". . ." 

The one speaking was a Third Level Crystal Formation Realm martial artist. Everyone looked at him like 

he was an idiot. 

Even if Ye Yuan was an ordinary Eighth Level Spirit Condensation Realm, that would have to wait until 

everybody got out first! Much less at this time, anyone was aware that Ye Yuan was not an ordinary 

Spirit Condensation Realm martial artist. 

"All shut up for me!" Wu Zhao bellowed with essence energy. 

With his shout, everyone indeed quietened down. 

Wu Zhao shouted to Zhao Yuyang from behind, "Yuyang, how is it? Can you find the way out?" 

Ever since discovering Ye Yuan’s disappearance, he had been in lost in thought. 

He only opened his mouth when he heard Wu Zhao’s yell at this time and said, "I can give it a shot. But . 

. . I don’t have absolute assurance." 

Hearing Zhao Yuyang’s words, everyone perked up their spirits. The hope of leaving was now all 

entrusted on Zhao Yuyang’s body. 



"Alright, everybody shut your mouth for me now! Yuyang, you lead the way. If you have any needs, just 

say!" Wu Zhao was also cutting off all means of retreat now. 

Yuyang nodded, but his mind started spinning at high speeds once again! 

His deduction of the grand array had never stopped since he followed Ye Yuan and walked until now. 

But currently, he already had some gains. 

One could say that Ye Yuan bringing him from the life-gate and walking until here was equivalent to 

revealing a corner of this grand array’s iceberg in front of him. 

And what he wanted to do now was to deduce the remaining portions! 

This job, Ye Yuan had already helped him do the better part of it. 

But even this lesser part was not so easy to complete for Zhao Yuyang. 

Indeed, after walking safely for over a dozen steps, Zhao Yuyang stopped. His brows were locked lightly 

as he pondered for a long time. 

Everybody held their breaths and stared at him. But Zhao Yuyang stood like this for an hour without 

moving. 

After an hour, Zhao Yuyang turned around and said helplessly, "Senior Apprentice Brother Wu, it’s a 

crossroad ahead. One path is life, one path is death. With my abilities, I really can’t differentiate them! 

We . . . only have a 50% chance!" 

At this time, Zhao Yuyang was everyone’s hope. If he was exterminated from taking a wrong step, then 

everybody only had the option to wait and die. 

When Wu Zhao heard this, he asked, "How should the two paths be taken?" 

Zhao Yuyang casually gave an explanation about the crossroad. Wu Zhao lifted a low-level Crystal 

Formation Realm martial artist without a word and threw him over! 

Then, under everyone’s eyes, that martial artist was burnt to ashes! 

Everybody sucked in a cold breath. This move from Wu Zhao caught them unawares. Everyone did not 

react to it. 

That disciple was only at the early-stage Crystal Formation Realm. He simply had no way of resisting 

under Wu Zhao’s hands. 

"Wu Zhao! You . . . What right do you have to use my junior for pathfinding?!" The dead person’s senior 

was unbelievably furious. 

Wu Zhao looked at him coldly and said in a solemn voice, "Sacrificing him alone to exchange for a way 

out for so many of us. What inappropriate about it? If you feel unresigned about it, you can scout on 

your own! You can give it a shot how far out you can walk yourself!" 

That Senior involuntarily choked up. But he tried to argue through sophistry, "Then . . . what right do 

you have to grab my junior?!" 



But Wu Zhao said something that made everyone’s hearts chill. "From now onwards, if my Junior 

Apprentice Brother Yuyang encounters such things again, your six great sects will take turns to send 

someone out to scout ahead! Hence, you guys best pray that you can pick the survival path!" 

But right then, Yu Feng sneered coldly and said, "Why should our six sects all send people out except for 

your Heavenly Sky Sect?!" 

Wu Zhao looked at him indifferently and said, "A Junior Apprentice Brother Yuyang came from our sect, 

isn’t that enough? If there was no him, would you guys dare to take a single step forward? There is 

never a free lunch in this world! Of course, you people can also not send anyone out. But please don’t 

follow us! Otherwise, don’t blame me for being discourteous!" 

The great sects did not speak again this time. It was very clear that this was their only way out. They had 

no other alternatives! 

But Wu Zhao’s unyieldingness made the six great sects produce a mentality of being bound by a 

common hatred for the same enemy. 

Wu Zhao obviously knew this too. But he did not care. Now, there was only the Tranquil Cloud Sect that 

could threaten him. He did not mind what the other sects’ opinions were. 

. . . . . . 

A light flashed. The party of eight finally walked out from the Absolute Blaze Barrier grand array. 

Upon exiting, all the Tranquil Cloud Sect disciples heaved a sigh of relief. 

Inside this high Tier 4 grand array, that sort of majestic pressure crushed them until they felt 

asphyxiated. 

Ye Yuan lifted his head and looked at ’Eternal Splendor Palace,’ these three words. An inexplicable 

feeling welled up in his heart. 

This sect was surely a very powerful sect in the Endless World in the past. 

But with the passing of time, the people were gone and the chambers empty; it was just like his father’s 

Medicine King Hall! 

"Be careful, seniors. This Eternal Splendor Palace is most likely not so easy to enter! This place is filled 

with dangers everywhere. I’m also unaware of what there is," Ye Yuan reminded. 

Finished talking, he took the lead and stepped up, pushing open the palace’s main gates! 

Chapter 318: Sword Puppets! 

 

A desolate main hall, dim lighting, serene emptiness, and pressing cold air. 

"Sss . . . This grim place makes my hair stand on its ends!" Tian Yu spoke. 

A gust of icy wind blew over, making him shudder. 



"This main hall has array formations surrounding it. Although it’s deserted for a long time, it’s 

untouched by any specks of dust. I think that this sect had extraordinary foundations back then in the 

array formations path." 

From the inside to the outside of the entire mystic realm, there were virtually large formations guarding. 

Especially that Heavenly Thunder Gold Lock Formation. It was also an extremely powerful existence 

among Tier 5 grand arrays. 

"The Southern Domain is withered and decayed in terms of array formations path. Only a large sect like 

the Heavenly Sky Sect can nurture Tier 4 formation masters! But their Tier 4 formation masters are 

seriously too weak when compared to this sect." Mei Zhen sighed with admiration. 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, "Everyone, be more careful. Maybe some kind of danger also exists in this 

main hall." 

Actually, without needing Ye Yuan’s reminder, how could the others dare to lower their guard after 

experiencing so much in the mystic realm? 

"Ye Yuan, look over there! There’s a painting!" Tian Yu suddenly shouted. 

Ye Yuan nodded. He saw the painting too. On the outside, he was expressionless, but on the inside, a 

myriad of profanities coursed through his mind! 

He was all too familiar with the person in the painting! 

The person in the painting had a sage-like demeanor and was elegant and suave. It was just that the 

young man’s face had some discrepancies with the person Ye Yuan knew. 

However, Ye Yuan recognized him at a single glance. The person in the painting was precisely the 

younger version of the Tier 9 Formations Emperor, Lu Linfeng! 

And Lu Linfeng also had another title, which was one of the Divine Realm’s Ten Great Divine Kings: 

Grand Yan Divine King! 

The Ten Great Divine Kings were people who all developed their respective domains to the limits. 

Although each of their developmental directions was different, they had a common point, which was 

transcendent strength! 

Lu Linfeng could rely on the formations path to occupy a position in the Ten Great Divine Kings. One 

could see just how high his attainments in Array Dao was! 

"F*ck his grandmother! No wonder I had a familiar feeling when I entered the mystic realm! After 

screwing around for so long, this sect is actually the Dao teachings that Lu Linfeng that loser left behind! 

It’s just that he probably never imagined that his Dao teachings had already been eradicated for god 

knows how many years. Unexpected, oh, how unexpected. That loser actually came from the Endless 

World, while I reincarnated in his native land!" 

For a moment, Ye Yuan was filled with endless emotions in his heart. 



After causing a disturbance in this mystic realm for quite some time, turned out that this was the Dao 

teachings left behind by an old acquaintance! 

Such a pity. Your disciples and followers are no longer around. Otherwise, I’ll definitely discipline them 

properly on your behalf to vent this frustration in my chest. Ye Yuan thought to himself gloomily. 

The martial arts world never used age to determine seniority but used strength to rank seniority. 

Back then, Ji Qingyun was the youngest among the Divine Realm’s Divine King powerhouses. But his 

Alchemy Dao strength reigned supreme in that era! 

Only his father Ji Zhengyang and one or two of those old fellows from the Alchemist Association could 

suppress him by a head! 

Hence, Ye Yuan had always interacted with the Ten Great Divine Kings as the same generation. 

But this Grand Yan Divine King, Lu Linfeng was an old demon that had already lived for several thousand 

years. 

Speaking of it, Ye Yuan and Lu Linfeng even had a not too minor grudge! 

That old punk used his Formations Path Nine Scripts as a bet back then to goad Ye Yuan into competing 

in the Formations Path with him. The result was that Ye Yuan suffered a crushing defeat and obediently 

refined three Tier 9 medicinal pills for him! 

Three high-grade Tier 9 medicinal pills! 

Ye Yuan refined until he was on the verge of vomiting blood back then before he managed to refine 

three high-grade Tier 9 medicinal pills! 

In the end, that fellow sent over a sentence, "Haha, let’s bet again next time if we have the 

opportunity!" 

At that time, Ji Qingyun nearly spewed out a mouthful of old blood. 

Although Ji Qingyun was also a Tier 9 formation master, compared to the Grand Yan Divine King, the gap 

was naturally not an ordinary kind of big. 

But Ye Yuan remembered this unprecedented shame until now. 

Now, he actually accidentally stumbled into Lu Linfeng’s old nest but had no way of bullying his disciples 

and followers; this made Ye Yuan very depressed. 

"Ye Yuan, Ye Yuan! What’s with you? Is it possible that you recognize the person in that painting?" Pang 

Wannian’s words interrupted Ye Yuan’s thoughts. 

Ye Yuan came around and coughed dryly, saying, "That fellow looks so ugly. Why would I know him?" 

Pang Wannian looked at the painting and was somewhat puzzled. 

The person in the painting looked elegant and suave, how was this ugly? 



But he looked at Ye Yuan again. Hmm, seems like his looks was indeed slightly worse compared to Ye 

Yuan’s. 

Pretty boys all had such confidence! 

"This old punk, wait until I storm back to the Divine Realm, I’ll definitely find you to avenge my previous 

disgrace!" Ye Yuan said hatefully in his heart. 

But before he finished venting in his heart, he heard a creak. Du Cheng actually stepped on a stone 

board! 

That stone board sunk slightly. Everyone’s heart also sunk down! 

No one had yet to react when the 18 statues originally in the corners of the main hall actually moved at 

the same time! 

This time, the basket was really poked hard! 

Every person all saw these 18 statues right after entering the gate. They even thought that they were 

only stone sculptures. 

But currently, the outer appearances of those 18 statues actually all fell off, revealing brown skin. 

Apart from the skin being different from humans, these 18 statues were actually indistinguishable from 

humans! 

Ye Yuan initially also thought that these were ordinary statues. But at this present moment, another 

myriad of profanities coursed through his mind again! 

Sword puppets! 

18 sword puppets! 

Lu Linfeng that old punk loved to fiddle with such toys! 

When he saw these sword puppets, Ye Yuan knew that this was definitely left behind before that old 

punk ascended! 

The so-called sword puppets were actually doll puppets that used essence crystals to activate. 

Fortunately, these sword puppets should be the works from Lu Linfeng’s early years, only having Tier 3 

strength. 

If it were the toys from after he had ascended, then it would be the end today. Everyone would have to 

die here! 

Ye Yuan had seen before some Tier 9 sword puppets at Lu Linfeng’s place. They were powerful! 

Furthermore, what Lu Linfeng was strongest in array formations. He could match Divine King 

powerhouses by using sword puppets to set up a sword formation! 

Ye Yuan even wanted to ask for a few to play with back then. But that old punk was stingy as hell and 

was unwilling to give even one. 



"Lu Linfeng, our grudge is growing bigger and bigger! You wait for me to head back to the Divine Realm 

to take care of you!" Ye Yuan was so furious that his face was contorted. 

The 18 sword puppets were swift in action and surrounded Ye Yuan’s group of eight together very 

quickly. 

Though these sword puppets only had Tier 3 strength, Ye Yuan knew that these 18 sword puppets 

definitely would not fight separately. Wanting to break them one by one was impossible! 

Want to destroy these sword puppets? The only way was to crack the formation! 

"Elder Mei, seniors, don’t move randomly. In a while when we fight, you all listen to my command. 

Please do not make your own decisions!" Ye Yuan said. 

Hearing Ye Yuan being so solemn, everyone also felt secretly alarmed. 

They originally thought that with Mei Zhen and Mo Yuntian around, these Tier 3 puppets were not much 

of a threat. 

But looking at it now, it seemed like that was not the case! 

Chapter 319: Lesser Nine Revolutions Interlocking Formation! 

 

The 18 sword puppets’ bodies shifted. Mei Zhen and the rest immediately felt a powerful pressure! 

But when Ye Yuan saw this scene, his expression changed. 

"Ye Yuan, i-is this sword formation? Why do I feel like each one of these guys suddenly became much 

stronger? But looking at their auras, it’s merely late-stage Crystal Formation Realm!" Tian Yu asked with 

a baffled look. 

Ye Yuan’s expression had a rarely seen somberness as he said solemnly, "Tier 3 Sword Formation, Lesser 

Nine Revolutions Interlocking Formation!" 

Tian Yu did not notice Ye Yuan’s face and only heard Tier 3 formation. He heaved a sigh of relief and 

said, "Turns out that it’s only a Tier 3 formation. That’s good, that’s good!" 

"Good my *ss!" Ye Yuan could not resist throwing out a curse word. He said, "Although these 18 sword 

puppets only have late-stage Crystal Formation Realm strength, under the augmentation of the sword 

formation, their combat strength definitely do not lose out to the full-powered Elder Mei!" 

"What did you say? You meant that these 18 sword puppets’ strength is comparable to Third Level Sea 

Transformation Realm? This . . . How is this possible?" Tian Yu had a look of disbelief. 

Sea Transformation Realm martial artists versus Crystal Formation Realm martial artists was complete 

crushing. It simply could not be made up for using numbers! 

Forget about 18 Ninth Level Crystal Formation Realms, even 28 or 38 could not possibly win a First Level 

Sea Transformation Realm martial artist. 



But now, Ye Yuan said that the formation formed by these 18 sword puppets could clash head-on with a 

Third Level Sea Transformation Realm martial artist. 

Wasn’t such an increment a little too terrifying? 

But Ye Yuan sneered coldly and said, "Heh heh, to a grandmaster of Array Dao, this is nothing 

impossible." 

Ye Yuan still had half a sentence he did not say out. If the present Lu Linfeng were called to set up the 

Lesser Nine Revolutions Interlocking Formation, there would be nothing impressive about these 18 

sword puppets directly crossing a major realm to face off with a Ninth Level Sea Transformation Realm. 

These sword puppets before their eyes were at most equivalent to Lu Linfeng’s standards several 

thousand years ago; weak to the max. 

Although Ye Yuan disliked Lu Linfeng in every way, Ye Yuan was still secretly convinced even though he 

would not agree verbally in terms of Array Dao. 

This person’s comprehension abilities in Array Dao was the absolute number one in the Divine Realm! 

His self-created Formations Path Nine Scripts was absolutely the dream treasure book of the array 

masters in the Divine Realm! Even Ye Yuan was unbelievably covetous. If not for this, why would he bet 

with Lu Linfeng? 

Ye Yuan was not a fool. He also knew that he was not Lu Linfeng’s match. But the Formations Path Nine 

Scripts was still tremendously alluring to Ye Yuan. 

In his previous life, Ye Yuan’s attainments in the formations path were second only to his alchemy path. 

If he could advance another step in the formations path, perhaps he could go further along the alchemy 

path. 

"But . . . Ye Yuan, a Tier 3 formation should not stump you, right? After all, you even walked out of a high 

Tier 4 grand array easily," Mo Yuntian spoke. 

Ye Yuan shook his head and said, "I don’t have full confidence!" 

Everyone felt stifled when they heard this. Ye Yuan was like in his own home inside such a horrifying 

grand array like the Absolute Blaze Barrier. He actually said that he was not confident facing a Tier 3 

array formation? 

This was seriously something inconceivable! 

Seemingly detecting everyone’s bewilderment, Ye Yuan said, "The comprehension of formations path is 

similarly divided into high and low. The same array formation can unleash completely different power in 

different people’s hands. Although this Lesser Nine Revolutions Interlocking Formation is not high rank, 

wanting to crack it is extremely difficult!" 

They all only came to a realization now that turns out this was the same logic as comprehending 

concepts. 

Except, even Ye Yuan was not confident in cracking the formation. Wouldn’t everybody be in danger? 



"Coming!" 

Everyone’s hearts tightened, only to see the long swords in those sword puppets’ hands tremble. 

Piercingly cold sword qi stung until everyone felt very uncomfortable. 

Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! 

The movements of these sword puppets were highly erratic, instantly destroying the Tranquil Cloud Sect 

eight people’s formation into pieces. 

Ye Yuan’s figure moved, dashing towards Pang Wannian’s side, pushing aside the long sword that came 

close to stabbing his back. But he yelled out, "Elder Mei, this place’s essence energy restriction is already 

gone. You can deal with these sword puppets without any shackles!" 

Mei Zhen was overjoyed when he heard that. His aura immediately skyrocketed, rising to Third Level Sea 

Transformation Realm strength! 

Indeed, in this main hall, the Heavenly Thunder Essence Locking Grand Array was actually blocked! 

With Mei Zhen’s formidable strength keeping things in check, the pressure on the other disciples 

suddenly reduced by a great deal. 

But even so, dangers were constantly appearing everywhere around the others, including Mo Yuntian! 

Now, they finally know what Ye Yuan’s words meant. The might of this Lesser Nine Revolutions 

Interlocking Formation was seriously too terrifying. 

Even Mo Yuntian this late-stage Crystal Formation Realm also felt that he was struggling hard when 

facing one sword puppet. 

After a few rounds, they were immediately unable to withstand it. 

These 18 sword puppets formed pairs. Each series of attack was interlinked, simply not giving their 

opponents any time to catch their breath. 

Moreover, the attacks of these nine teams of sword puppets actually had compounding effects. One 

blow was as strong as the other. Even Mei Zhen this Third Level Sea Transformation Realm did not dare 

to fight head-on too. 

This Lesser Nine Revolutions Interlocking Formation was simply infallible. Just like an integrated mass 

attack machine! 

From the start, Ye Yuan was running his legs off to help support his seniors. 

If not for Ye Yuan, most likely, there would already be quite a few people who lost their lives under the 

swords of the sword puppets. 

Currently, in Ye Yuan’s heart, he had already extended his greetings to Lu Linfeng’s ancestors countless 

times. 

However, this Lesser Nine Revolutions Interlocking Formation is incomparably profound. With Ye Yuan’s 

Array Dao attainments, he could also just protect himself inside the array formation. 



A sword puppet appeared behind Tian Yu expressionlessly, its long sword stabbing towards his back 

without any hesitation. 

Ye Yuan’s gaze grew intent. He arrived by his side with a flash and pulled hard, barely avoiding this fatal 

blow! 

Even so, Tian Yu was still stabbed in the shoulder by the sword puppet. 

Suffering this wound, Tian Yu’s strength would surely be heavily discounted. 

Ye Yuan was incredibly worried in his heart. At this rate, there would definitely be casualties! 

Ye Yuan’s mind spun like a drill and knew that being passive like this was not the way. He suddenly 

hollered at Mei Zhen, "Elder Mei, you defend the other seniors!" 

Although Mei Zhen’s combat strength was already full-blown at this time, he completely could not gain 

any advantage inside the array formation. Instead, he became more alarmed as he fought. 

He could sense that if he faced this array formation alone, the outcome would ultimately still be being 

defeated and killed! 

18 late-stage Crystal Formation Realm puppets could kill a Third Level Sea Transformation Realm expert. 

This was simply mindboggling! 

Hearing Ye Yuan’s howl, Mei Zhen immediately took Ye Yuan’s place without any word. 

While he did not know much about array formations, his realm was right there after all. Stepping in for 

others briefly was still feasible. 

"Ye Yuan, hurry up! I’m afraid that I can’t hold on for too long!" Mei Zhen said anxiously. 

The attacks of the 18 sword puppets made people’s eyes go blurry. Mei Zhen could still withstand for 

others temporarily, but it would be hard to avoid oversight as time passed. 

Ye Yuan dodged a sword puppet’s attack with a squat and said gravely, "Give me ten breaths of time!" 

Mei Zhen gritted his teeth and said, "Okay!" 

Ten breaths, that was also the time needed to breath ten times. Wanting to find the flaw in this array 

formation was truly too challenging. 

But Ye Yuan had no other alternatives either. He could only burn his boats! 

Taking in a deep breath, Ye Yuan actually shut his eyes and instantly entered the Heart Like Still Water 

State! 

Chapter 320: Moving in and out Freely! 

 

Shutting his eyes, the surrounding happenings were imprinted within Ye Yuan’s divine soul as extremely 

fine details appeared! 

The orbit of the 18 sword puppets, Mei Zhen, Mo Yuntian, Ti Wujiu, Tian Yu, Pang Wannian . . . 



All of this and everything were so clear! 

The originally uncapturable traces looked so clear right now. It was just like the entire world slowed 

down. 

Unknowingly, Ye Yuan’s Heart Like Still Water Realm heightened again! 

One breath, two breaths, three breaths . . . 

Time trickled away. Only without Ye Yuan’s tying down did Mei Zhen feel the incredible pressure on him! 

His nerves were wounded tightly to the limits, and he did not dare to slack off in the slightest. Because 

any easing up could cost a disciple’s life! 

Every breath, Mei Zhen felt like it was as drawn out as a century. 

Every breath, Mei Zhen was exhausted from running around. Saving this person the previous second, 

but the next second, dashing to another person’s side! 

Every breath was likewise felt endless to Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan’s soul force spread out, capturing every movement of the 18 sword puppets. 

A sword attacked from behind. It was as if Ye Yuan grew eyes at the back, dodging easily with a slight tilt 

of his body. 

It was as if these 18 sword puppets formed an all-encompassing net within this area. 

What Ye Yuan wanted to do was to unravel this inescapable net! 

In a twinkle, eight breaths of time had passed. But Mei Zhen had already reached his limits in this short 

eight breaths of time. 

Clank! 

Mei Zhen helped Du Cheng deflect a sword, but his nerves suddenly tightened. Because another sword 

had already arrived in front of the one-armed Pang Wannian! 

This Lesser Nine Revolutions Interlocking Formation was unbelievably profound. Mei Zhen being able to 

sustain for eight breaths of time was already the limits. He was truly helpless against this sword. 

In Pang Wannian’s eyes, that sword enlarged continually. He used all the strength in his body to try to 

evade this sword, but it was already too late. 

"Am I still going to die here after all . . ." Pang Wannian closed his eyes in despair. 

Ding! 

A crisp sound sounded. The sword puppet’s sword was pushed aside. 

Pang Wannian was stunned. He opened his eyes to take a look. Turns out that it was Ye Yuan who 

charged out from the side and helped him deflect this sword! 

Ye Yuan saved his life again! 



"Three steps to the left, five steps forward! Follow me! Don’t walk incorrectly!" 

Pang Wannian did not have time to give thanks yet when Ye Yuan’s voice sounded beside his ears. 

No time to think too much, Pang Wannian instinctively followed Ye Yuan’s footsteps and walked. 

Three steps to the left and five steps forward. A total distance of merely eight steps, but the two of 

them suffered the attacks of over a dozen swords! 

During this process, Ye Yuan helped Pang Wannian resolve several incidences of danger again. 

After eight steps, Ye Yuan said again, "Move two steps back, three steps to the right!" 

Pang Wannian did not dare to delay. He continued following Ye Yuan. 

Just like that, after Pang Wannian twirled around with Ye Yuan six times, only to see his eyes blur. There 

was actually no more sword puppets around him! 

The two of them exited the sword formation just like that! 

"Go to one side and rest, Senior Apprentice Brother Pang. I’ll go and bring the other seniors out!" 

Ye Yuan did not wait for Pang Wannian’s reply. With a flash, he entered the formation again. 

With a few leaps and bounds, Ye Yuan arrived at Du Cheng’s side. Currently, Du Cheng’s body was full of 

sword wounds. If not for Mei Zhen protecting him fervently this whole time, he would probably be a 

dead soul claimed by a sword already. 

"Follow my footsteps, Senior Apprentice Brother Du! Take care not to get lost!" Ye Yuan said. 

Du Cheng gritted his teeth and said, "Okay!" 

Ye Yuan brought Du Cheng and arrived beside Tian Yu in two or three steps. Then, he brought Tian Yu 

and arrived at Ti Wujiu’s side. 

Just like that, Ye Yuan finally gathered all the seniors together. 

"Seniors, follow me out of the formation first. Leave the rest to me!" 

Finished talking, Ye Yuan brought everyone to break out of the encirclement by following a set pattern. 

Fortunately, these sword puppets were lifeless objects and did not have their own will. Otherwise, it 

would not be so easy either for Ye Yuan to want to bring everyone out so smoothly. 

When Ye Yuan brought everybody out of the formation, the 18 sword puppets focused all of their 

attacks on Mei Zhen. 

Mei Zhen’s exhaustion earlier was also enormous. When everybody went out, he immediately felt the 

pressure rise significantly. 

"Seniors, go rest first, I’ll go and swap Elder Mei out!" Ye Yuan was about to enter the formation after he 

finished talking. 



"Hang on! Ye Yuan, you want to crack the formation alone? Even Elder Mei can’t handle these puppets, 

can you do it alone?" Mo Yuntian asked in surprise. 

Ye Yuan smiled faintly and said, "Not crack the formation. You’ll know in a while." 

Finished talking, Ye Yuan leaped and clashed together with those sword puppets once more. 

"Elder Mei, you exit the formation first! Leave this place to me!" Ye Yuan shouted. 

"En? You alone?" Mei Zhen was flabbergasted when he heard that. 

"Don’t ask so much anymore! Follow my instructions and take your steps! Six steps to the right, one step 

back!" Ye Yuan said. 

Mei Zhen’s trust in Ye Yuan had already reached an unconditional extent. He immediately hesitated no 

more and moved his feet according to Ye Yuan’s instructions. 

With Mei Zhen’s Third Level Sea Transformation Realm strength, wanting to charge outside was not 

hard as long as he knew the secret of leaving the formation. 

Indeed, under Ye Yuan’s directions, Mei Zhen’s eyes blurred, and he left the array formation. 

Now, there was only Ye Yuan alone left within the Lesser Nine Revolutions Interlocking Formation! 

Ye Yuan looked at those expressionless sword puppets and said with a cold smile, "Lu Linfeng, you 

miser! Today, I’m going to take in all of these sword puppets of yours. Consider it collecting some 

interest first! And also this Lesser Nine Revolutions Interlocking Formation, I won’t be courteous!" 

Finished talking, Ye Yuan shut his eyes once more and entered Heart Like Still Water State! 

Without the impediment from his seniors, Ye Yuan could experience this Lesser Nine Revolutions 

Interlocking Formation to his heart’s content. 

He only used eight breaths of time just now and barely managed to find the way out of the formation. 

But he was still far off from wanting to completely crack this Lesser Nine Revolutions Interlocking 

Formation! 

Mei Zhen and the rest already witnessed the power of this Lesser Nine Revolutions Interlocking 

Formation but did not know how powerful this array formation was. 

But Ye Yuan knew that inside Lu Linfeng’s Formations Path Nine Scripts, there was an array formation 

called Greater Nine Revolutions Profound Heaven Interlocking Formation. It was evolved from this 

Lesser Nine Revolutions Interlocking Formation. 

The power of the Great Nine Revolutions Profound Heaven Interlocking Formation was enough to 

slaughter over a dozen ordinary Divine Kings! 

Even when compared to the Spirit Bristle Divine King’s Nine Suns Burning Heaven, it was not any 

weaker! 

This array formation before their eyes was only a dead object. Ye Yuan knew that if Lu Linfeng were here 

presiding over it, their party would simply have no chance to escape. 



Forget about Sea Transformation Realm experts. Even Soul Sea Realm powerhouses might not be able to 

escape! 

That was the true strength of the Divine Realm’s Ten Great Divine Kings! 

And the current Ye Yuan was actually challenging the Grand Yan Divine King, Lu Linfeng, when he was 

young. 

If Ye Yuan’s conjectures were correct, this array formation in front of him should have been created 

when Lu Linfeng was at the Sea Transformation Realm or Soul Sea Realm. Otherwise, these sword 

puppets would definitely not be limited to this power. 

Very evidently, the Lu Linfeng back then was not mature enough yet. The might of this Lesser Nine 

Revolutions Interlocking Formation also did not reach a heaven-defying degree. 

But even so, it was also an existence far beyond the reach of the vast majority of people. 

What Ye Yuan wanted to do now was to completely comprehend this array formation and control these 

18 sword puppets! 

 


